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ELA more than meets than eye
At first glance, ELA seems unassuming. She’s small and cute. Travels slow
and politely takes her time for pedestrians to cross.
But look a little closer and you’ll see that ELA is so much more. Before the
project winds down this weekend, I’d like to reflect on the last six months
and all that’s happened because of ELA.
Beaumont’s autonomous shuttle pilot project wasn’t intended as a transit
service from point A to B because it’s really about an opportunity. ELA is
about Beaumont rolling out the welcome mat to the world.
And the world is paying attention. Since the project started in May, we’ve
been contacted by many communities, industry organizations, investors
and entrepreneurs. The City of Toronto is using our experience in its own
autonomous vehicle project and we hosted a delegation from China’s
Ministry of Transport during a visit to Beaumont.
Last month, the City of Beaumont and ELA were front and centre during
an international conference in Edmonton attended by finance and risk
management experts, and we recently played host to the Society of
Automobile Engineers and the Canadian Association of Technical Accident
Investigators and Reconstructionists.
ELA also became a regional tourist attraction. We’ve heard from a Calgary
couple who specifically made a side trip to Beaumont to ride ELA while
they were visiting in Edmonton. Locals brought visiting family members
and friends from Saskatchewan, British Columbia, Manitoba and as farflung places as Australia and Colombia. We even had a NASA employee
from Texas take a ride with ELA.
In all, ELA carried more than 5,600 passengers over 2,000 kilometres. And
she uses about the same amount of electricity each week as the average
Alberta household.
I know there will be mixed feelings when ELA leaves Beaumont. Seniors
and children, in particular, loved riding ELA and were enthusiastic about
the project. Other residents were frustrated with the traffic inconvenience
and cost. Believe me, I’ve heard it and I appreciate the concerns.
In hindsight, we could have done a better job engaging with you. That’s a
lesson we take to heart. But don’t let it detract from all that we’ve
accomplished in the last six months. We will realize the benefits for
months and possibly years to come. I can’t wait until I can start sharing
details about some of the exciting opportunities ahead.
So as ELA takes her last trips down 50 Street this weekend, I invite all of
you to go for one last ride. I appreciate all of your patience throughout this
pilot project.
Councillor recognized for long service
I’d like to congratulate my council colleague Perry Hendriks on receiving
the Distinguished Service Award from the Alberta Urban Municipalities
Association last week.
Coun. Hendriks was first elected to Beaumont council in 1991 and served
until 2007, then was re-elected in 2013, for a total of 22 years. In that time,
he’s seen the population grow from less than 5,000 people to about 20,000
residents today, along with many other changes.
That’s an impressive commitment to public service. On behalf of council
and myself, I wish to thank Coun. Hendriks for his dedication to the
community.
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If you have any questions about this column or any other Beaumont
local government issue, please contact his office at 780.929.8782 or by
email at mayor@beaumont.ab.ca.

